
Educar TestTune App Listening Tests 

Fundamentally, stereo is supposed to create an illusion of performers on a stage. Not 
all recordings use the two channels of a stereo recording to attempt this illusion, but 
many do. (Phil Spector’s “Wall of Sound” is an early example of a producer who did 
not, and a few genres today often use club-oriented immersive presentations rather 
than stereo presentations.)


Stereo at home creates an illusion between 
the speakers. It’s a magical thing - when 
you’re sitting in the center between them! 
When you’re not, it doesn’t work.  

Stereo in the car has much tougher time. Our off-center seating position in cars creates 
three problems (which Educar calls The Three Problems of Car Stereo):


1.One side is louder (usually, the closer one)


2.One side sounds different (the left and right 
speakers have different dispersion patterns, and 
the angle changes as we move off-center). 


3.One side’s sound gets there first (identical 
sounds with multiple arrival times cause odd 
periodic cancellations). 


These three problems conspire to ruin our nice 
center image, along with any sounds intended to 
appear off-center, but not far left or far right. 
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OEM audio system suppliers have followed a few paths to address these problems. 
Some work better than others. Many techniques are protected intellectual property 
which require licensing, and there are many techniques as a result. More on this in a 
bit. 


Evaluating Stereo Performance with the Educar TestTune app 

We recommend connecting your phone with a cable, rather than over Bluetooth, for 
best results. 


If you get lots of notifications on your phone, use Do Not Disturb during these tests. 


Go to the Tune tab.





Press C. This should show you the intended center of the 
stage. It might be clearly focused, or it might be spread out a 
bit, or it might be split in two. 
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If it’s tightly focused, play LC and RC 

and note where they appear. A balanced 
stereo presentation should locate each 
one as shown below:
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Now play Bass. It should sound as if it’s up front, in the 
windshield. Sometimes it is. If you are trying to locate the 
subwoofer, use this track or the 40 Hz track at -10dB. 




Now, play Midbass, Midrange, and Treble. Each should be in the center, in the exact 
same place. Small deviations are common. If any of these are split to the sides, or 
heavily diffused, this is a weakness in the system. 
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Some systems don’t try to put the center in the center. Their goal is to put the center in 
front of each seat. That’s not realistic to me - it compresses half the stage and 
stretches the other half - but it’s not uncommon. 
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Stereo Presentation Types 

• Basic Stereo (what everything used to come with)

• Stereo with Delay (what we often do in the aftermarket, what you get in Driver Seat 

listening modes)

• Mono Center Speakers (crap)

• Upmixed Center Speakers (can be good)

• Phase EQ (better than Basic Stereo, not as good as Upmixed)


Bose has used Phase EQ in varying ways for many years. In recent years, Bose has 
improved their audio performance significantly - whether due to increased competition 
or to a new generation of engineers, Bose systems sound much better in many cases 
than in the past. 




The most common in modern 
premium systems is Upmixed 
Center Speaker. Harman’s Logic 
7, Bose’s CenterPoint and 
Panaray, Acura’s ELS (which is 
DTS Neo), Meridian’s Dolby Pro 
Logic II and DTS modes, and 
even Honda’s amplified system 
in the Civic EX, all use this 
approach.


 


There may be a subwoofer, and the various channels 
may be broken up into multiple speakers, but the basic 
approach looks like this:
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Identifying the stereo presentation type: 

Systems without a Center Speaker 

From the Test Tab, play a 250 Hz Sine Wave at -10dB. 

 

  

Listen from the Driver’s seat. Does it 
seem to come from the left and right 
speakers, or centered in the dash? 





Listen with your head between the 
two front seat headrests (often 
easiest to do from the back seat, 
leaning forwards). Now, does it seem 
to come from the center of the 
windshield, or the doors? 
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If this tone is centered when you’re in the driver’s seat, but split when your head is 
centered in the vehicle between the seats, listen from the passenger seat. If it’s split or 
far-right from the passenger seat, the system might be in a one-seat mode (rare in 
OEM systems). If it’s in the windshield from both seats, even if it’s not in the same 
place in the windshield from both seats, there is Phase EQ processing going on.


Center-Speaker Systems 

From the Test Tab, play a left-channel only tone. Does it come 
out the center speaker as well as the left speaker?





Left Only = Upmixed System 




Left and Center = Mono Center 
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Systems with Two Sets of Rear Speakers  

From the Test tab, play L-R. 





Does it come out of the rears only? If so, those rears are playing a “difference” signal 
which has any center-stage content attenuated or deleted, and they help the car cabin 
feel louder without ruining the stereo presentation. 
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Some Mono Center systems play all midrange out the center, and filter it from the sides 
- 2020 Subaru Outback w/HK, some Toyota w/JBL. These systems are disappointing, 
since they ruin any chance at the stereo effect. 




Play 1kHz at -10dB: 




Play 250 Hz at -10dB:  




Play 10kHz at -10dB 
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